Sea Diamond
27.43m (89'11"ft) | Abeking & Rasmussen | 1956

Well-maintained over her lifetime, it is clear as soon as you step on board that Sea Diamond is in stunning condition.

**Price**
2 900 000 €

Details correct as of 03 Mar, 2019

DESCRIPTION
A major refit between 2001 and 2004 saw a complete new interior installed, rebuilt from scratch by a team of fine craftsmen, in keeping with her design and history. Other new additions during this refit period included a full new teak deck, new electrical systems and new generators.

Sea Diamond’s stunning interior is maritime elegance personified featuring rich polished teak, raised paneling, high gloss, and holly and teak cabin soles, along with other luxurious materials including leathers and marbles. In 2010, new furnishings and interior fittings were also added, enhancing her as-new condition. Inside and outside the yacht has several spaces for her guests to make use of. Her upper salon is home to a small dining table and leather seating, a desk and built-in television. Steps lead down to the main lower saloon which features a larger formal dining table to port, seating and a wet bar to starboard, connecting with the galley for easy service.

ACCOMMODATION
Sea Diamond can sleep up to a maximum of six guests in her luxury three stateroom layout. She also fully accommodates for her crew in separate crew quarters ensuring privacy as well as a relaxed, luxurious experience whenever on board.
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### Overview

| **Name:** | Sea Diamond |
| **Type:** | Sail Yacht |
| **Model:** | Custom |
| **Year:** | 1956 |
| **Builder:** | Abeking & Rasmussen |

### Exterior Designers:

### Interior Designer:

### Dimensions

| **Length Overall:** | 27.43m (89'11"ft) |
| **Beam:** | 6.71m (22'0"ft) |
| **Draft (min):** | 1.83m (6'0"ft) |

### Accommodations

| **Guests:** | 6 |
| **Cabins Total:** | 3 |
| **Crew:** | 2 |

### Engine(s)

| **Quantity:** | 2 |
| **Fuel Type:** | Diesel |
| **Manufacturer:** | Detroit Diesel |
| **Model:** | 6V71 |

### Performance & Capabilities

| **Max Speed:** | 10.00 kts |
| **Cruising Speed:** | 9.00 kts |

### Equipment

| **Generator:** | - |
| **Stabilizers:** | - |
| **Thrusters:** | - |
| **Amenities:** | - |